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Overview

O Single-party control doesn’t mean it’s easy

O Multiplicity of divisions and challenges

O Yet action is still occurring

O Emerging threats and opportunities on several fronts



The Challenge of Governing

O Even with single party control, there are many challenges to 

governing:

O 60 vote requirement in Senate means Democrats need to be 

on board for many actions

O Divisions within Republican Party are daunting

O Relations between White House and congressional 

Republicans souring

O “The Democrats are our adversaries; the Senate is our enemy”

O Staffing the Administration remains a challenge



Yet Action is Occurring

O Repeal of a handful of Obama regulations

O Executive Orders and actions on wide variety of issues

O Regulatory reform is major focus

O Tax Reform is top priority, and President is engaged

O Agencies are starting to act (DOE grid review)



Tax-Exempt Financing

O Tax reform is a top priority

O Possible window this fall

O White House outline eliminates most 

deductions

O Direct impact on municipal bonds unclear

O Raising standard deduction reduces demand

O Deduction of state and local taxes eliminated

O Could divide local government groups

O Modest probability, but high risk



Hydropower Licensing Reform

O Last year’s failed energy bill included important reforms

O Both House and Senate have held hearings this year

O Included in Senate energy bill – awaiting floor action

O House bill approved by Committee, but ongoing negotiations

O Potential example of bipartisanship



Wholesale Power Markets

O FERC lacks a quorum, and unclear when seats will be filled

O Growing tension between wholesale markets and state 

resource directives

O House Energy Committee has held three hearings on 

wholesale power market

O DOE initiates grid study

O Risks to public power utilities



Clean Power Plan

O President has issued orders to EPA to stop CPP

O But takes more than a pen stroke:

O EPA must go through a regulatory process to reverse or revise 

rulemaking – must reflect changed circumstances or new facts

O Must decide whether to reverse endangerment finding

O Any action subject to court challenge



Looking to 2018

O President’s party usually suffers loses in midterm elections

O President’s party has lost seats in 18 of the last 20 midterm 

elections

O In those 18 elections, lost an average of 33 seats

O Democrats need 28 to retake the House

O President Trump currently at lowest recorded approval rating

O But if statistics determined elections, Democrats would 

control the Senate and President Clinton would be in the 

White House



Questions?


